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Project Objectives

• Build small UAS platform to allow for experimentation in active control of segmented control surface (SCS) wings
• Utilize compact fiber optic strain sensing (cFOSS) system to measure in-flight structural response
• Develop models to predict aerodynamic loading and structural response
• Control in-flight wing deformations using real-time cFOSS data
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cFOSS System

- cFOSS system utilizes glass optical fibers as strain sensors
- Fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) distributed along fiber
- Laser interrogates fibers with incident light
- Straining fiber modifies FBG spacing and hence reflected wavelength
- Capable of ~4000 strain measurements at ~50Hz
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Aircraft (APV-3)

- Span: 12.33 ft
- Dihedral: 2.5 ° along hinge line
- Structure: Monocoque composite
- Original control surfaces: Flap and aileron on each wing, split elevator, rudder
- Weight (without cFOSS system): ~35lbs
- Weight (with cFOSS system): ~45lbs
- Max gross takeoff weight: 55lbs
- Fully autonomous capabilities (Piccolo II)
Fiber Optic Strain Sensors

- Continuous grated fiber with strain data measured every 0.5”
- 86ft of fiber provides over 2000 real-time strain measurements
- Fiber rosettes allow for shape, displacement, twist and principle strain calculations
Segmented Control Surfaces

- Wings modified to include 22 independent control surface segments/servos per wing
- Servo uniformly spaced to produce 3” SCS from existing control surfaces
Complete System
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Aerodynamic Analysis

- Utilized Athena Vortex Lattice (AVL) and XFLR5 programs
- Analytical model prepared for predicting aerodynamic loading of conventional and SCS configurations
- Aides in optimization of SCS configuration at various flight conditions
Structural Analysis

- Developed 32,000 element single wing model in FEMAP
- Wing loaded along quarter chord with load distributions predicted by AVL (40 nodes along span)
- Model solved with NX Nastran yielding strain and displacement predictions
- Used to study effects of SCS configuration on displacement and strain
Pre-Flight Requirements

- 4g static loading distribution on right wing

![4g Static Loading on Right Wing](image)

- 4g Static Loading on Right Wing
  - Root
  - Tip
  - Upper LE Axial
  - Upper TE Axial
  - Lower LE Axial
  - Lower TE Axial

![Out-of-Plane Displacement](image)
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Test Flights

- Test flights conducted at Dryden Flight Research Center small UAS work area
- Same Flight Patterns flown with (mimicked) conventional and segmented control surface configurations
- Circuits Flown
  - Steady Level Flight
  - Pitch Doublets
  - Roll Doublets
  - High g Steady Turn
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Flight Results-Time History

- Pitch doublet (~30 sec) strain data for 3 sensors (25, 345, 355)
Flight Results - Conventional
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Flight Results-SCS
Future Objectives

- Design and build high aspect ratio wings with SCS and FBG fibers to allow for wider range of wing displacements and SCS control

- Design advanced control architecture for controlling/monitoring of dynamic events
  - Gust Alleviation
  - Flutter Suppression
  - Structural Health Monitoring

- Transition to conformal trailing edge materials
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